BAD HAIR DAY!

Don't you just HATE it when your hair goes everywhere BUT where you want it to go? Ever get made fun of for it? Well, guess what? Even our heroes and celebrities have bad hair days (except, of course, Mr. Milkowski and Mrs. Taylor!). In this assignment, you will be finding an image of your hero, and then GIVING them a bad hair day through your amazing drawing skills you have just practiced.

The Process...

1. Find (or print out) an image of your hero (preferably portrait closeup).
2. Precisely cut out the image. Do NOT include the hair!
3. Using excellent composition and craftsmanship, glue the portrait onto your paper.

1. Design the new ‘do: use pencil only to lightly draw the organic outline of the new bad hair.
2. Divide the hair into organic shapes (spaces).
3. Use a heavy lineweight and trace the outline of the hair.
4. Use a medium lineweight and trace the organic shapes within the hair.
5. Within the new organic spaces, create organic doodles and patterns.

1. Design the background: use a pencil and a ruler to lightly draw geometric shapes in the background.
2. Use a medium lineweight to trace over these new shapes.
3. Within the new geometric spaces, create geometric doodles and patterns.

Did you...

- Follow directions?
- Use excellent craftsmanship, including a variety of complex lines?
- Illustrate a compositional technique (cropping, no floating, fill the space)?
- Illustrate distinct areas of organic and geometric shapes and lines?
- Use at least 3 different lineweights?

... You did? Excellent!
You probably just earned an A!